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Abstract. The recent attempts to use supervised learning techniques for process
model matching have yielded below par performance. To address this issue, we have
transformed the well-known benchmark correspondences to a readily usable format
for supervised learning. Furthermore, we have performed several experiments using
eight supervised learning techniques to establish that imbalance in the datasets
is the key reason for the abysmal performance. Finally, we have used four data
balancing techniques to generate balanced training dataset and verify our solution
by repeating the experiments for the four datasets, including the three benchmark
datasets. The results show that the proposed approach increases the matching
performance significantly.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Process models are the conceptual models that represent business operations of
an enterprise. These models are widely acknowledged as useful artifacts for doc-
umenting software development requirements as well as configuring ERP systems.
Process Model Matching (PMM) refers to the identification of the corresponding
activities between a pair of process models that represent identical or similar behav-
ior [1]. For a further understanding of PMM problem, consider the excerpt process
models of two universities presented in Figure 1. Both process models are composed
of a start node represented by a circle, an end node represented by a solid circle,
four activities represented by a rectangle with rounded edges, control flow between
activities represented by arrow signs, and two gateways represented by a diamond
sign having “+” signs. In the figure, the four shaded areas (C1, C2, C3 and C4)
represent the four corresponding activity pairs that should be identified by a match-
ing technique based on the similarity of activity labels. While the identification of
corresponding activities having identical labels is a trivial task, the real challenge
lies in the identification of activities having similar business semantics but different
formulation of labels.

Figure 1. Illustration of the PMM problem

The identification of corresponding activities has several use cases [2]. Firstly, it
is a pre-requisite to evaluate if the given process models are similar. Secondly, match-
ing techniques, if embedded to a process model repository, can avoid redundant
process models, which may lead to several inconsistencies. Thirdly, it can also play
a pivotal role in querying process model repository, as querying involves matching
the query model and the models stored in the repository. Finally, harmonizing pro-
cess model variants is another use of process model matching. Due to these diverse
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use cases of PMM, a plethora of techniques have been developed [3, 4]. However,
a recent study has highlighted that the F1 score of these techniques vary between
0.45 and 0.67 [5]. This lower value of F1 score highlights the need for developing
PMM techniques that can identify corresponding activities with a higher accuracy.

Supervised learning techniques have been widely used in the natural language
processing for a variety of text processing tasks, such as word sense disambiguation,
text matching, and named entity recognition [6, 7]. It is because the supervised
learning techniques use training data to elicit knowledge and subsequently utilize
it to predict the solution of a given problem. On the contrary, the unsupervised
learning techniques use mathematical models or heuristics to generate a solution of
the given problem, without using any insights from the existing solutions. From
the text processing literature, it is abundantly established that typically supervised
learning techniques have outperformed unsupervised techniques for several text pro-
cessing tasks [8]. However, the potential of supervised learning techniques is yet to
be fully exploited in the context of PMM. For instance, a recent attempt [9] to adapt
a supervised learning technique on the PMMC ’15 datasets has achieved an F1 score
of 0.61 that is substantially less than the maximum F1 score of 0.67, achieved by
a traditional unsupervised approach [5].

In this study, we have experimentally established the cause of abysmal perfor-
mance of supervised learning techniques, and we propose a solution to rectify it.
Specifically, we make the following main contributions. Firstly, we have employed
a systematic protocol to transform the benchmark correspondences into a readily
usable form for the supervised learning techniques. Secondly, we have performed
several experiments to establish that the presence of imbalance in the datasets im-
pedes the performance of supervised learning techniques. Precisely, we have used
ten different feature measures for training, we tweaked the weights of tokens, and
we adjusted the size of training datasets. Finally, to rectify the imbalance problem,
we have proposed a data balancing based technique and evaluated its effectiveness
for process model matching.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the protocol that
we have employed to transform the benchmark datasets. Section 3 investigates the
causes of below par performance of the supervised learning techniques. Section 4
presents our proposed solution and the experimental setting that we have used
to evaluate the proposed technique. The analysis of the results are presented in
Section 5. A brief overview of the related work is presented in Section 6. Finally, in
Section 7 we draw conclusions.

2 TRANSFORMATION OF BENCHMARK DATASETS

In this section, we present our first contribution, the transformation of benchmark
dataset to make it readily available for supervised learning techniques. Below, we
introduce the three widely used datasets, and the protocol that we have used to
transform the benchmark datasets.
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Source datasets. We conducted a comprehensive search of process model match-
ing literature by querying multiple digital repositories, such as Springerlink and
ScienceDirect, using several keywords. The retrieved items were manually screen-
ed to obtain 17 research articles that have experimentally evaluated the effectiveness
of PMM techniques. Table 1 provides the list of the studies and the datasets used
in these studies for the evaluation of the process model matching techniques. It can
be observed from the table that all the existing studies have either used PMMC ’15
datasets or their earlier versions for the evaluation. This indicates that any findings
that stem from the use of the PMMC ’15 datasets are acceptable for the community.

Dataset References

Earlier version of a PMMC ’13 dataset [11, 19, 20]
PMMC ’13 datasets [21, 22]
PMMC ’15 datasets [1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]

Table 1. Benchmark datasets used in literature

The PMMC ’15 datasets include University Admission (UA), Birth Registration
(BR), and Asset Management (AM) collections of 9, 9 and 72 process models, respec-
tively. The models are designed in BPMN, PNML and EPML formats having 289,
238, and 1 993 activities, respectively. Furthermore, each dataset includes 36 pro-
cess model pairs and benchmark correspondences between activities of each process
model pair. The key features of the PMMC ’15 datasets that we have used are
the following: Firstly, the datasets are publicly available hence the results produced
using them are universally verifiable. Secondly, they include real-world process mod-
els from three different domains, providing sufficient diversity. Hence, any findings
based on these datasets are likely to be applicable to other domains. Lastly, each
dataset also includes a collection of gold standard correspondences that can be used
as a benchmark for the evaluation of process matching techniques.

Although the collections of process models have sufficient diversity to chal-
lenge the capabilities of process matching techniques but the initial screening of
the datasets revealed that the benchmark correspondences are not readily usable
for the supervised learning techniques. It is due to the following reasons: Firstly,
the storage format of each dataset is different. Secondly, the benchmark correspon-
dences are limited to equivalent or optimal equivalent pairs, whereas the sub-optimal
equivalent pairs and the pairs in which one label subsumes the other label are not
provided. Thirdly, information regarding unequivalent pairs is not explicitly pro-
vided.

Transforming the benchmark datasets. In the first transformation step, we
wrote a parser that can extract activity labels from BPMN, PNML and EPML
formats (the formats in which the three datasets are currently available), and store
them in CSV files. Subsequently, we generated a cross-product between all activities
of each process model pair which resulted in 36 675, 25 045 and 30 764 activity pairs
for the UA, BR and AM datasets, respectively. In the second step, the activity
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pairs that were declared equivalent in the PMMC ’15 gold standard were marked as
equivalent pairs in the cross-product, by parsing the gold standard available in the
RDF format. In the third step, we engaged two researchers with expertise in process
modeling to evaluate the remaining pairs in the cross-product. Specifically, the
experts were explicitly told to mark an activity pair as equivalent even if that activity
pair is a sub-optimal or a subsumption pair. Finally, the disagreements between the
two researchers were resolved with the help of another expert. Accordingly, for each
dataset, we generated a CSV file that contains activity labels, as well as human
decision about corresponding pairs. Hence, making the datasets readily available
for supervised learning techniques by omitting the hassle of parsing multiple data
formats. The detailed specifications of each dataset is presented in Table 2.

UA BR AM

No. of Model Pairs 36 36 36
No. of Pairs in the Dataset 36 675 25 045 30 764
No. of Positive Examples 232 645 222
No. of Negative Examples 36 443 24 400 30 542
Imbalance Ratio 1:157 1:38 1:138

Table 2. Specification of the human benchmark

3 PROCESS MODEL MATCHING USING SUPERVISED LEARNING

In this section, we present our second contribution, experimentation to identify the
cause of the below par performance of supervised learning techniques.

3.1 Supervised Learning Techniques

We have selected eight diverse supervised learning techniques for our experiments
as each technique has its own strenghts and weaknesses. These techniques are,
Naive Bayes, Simple Logistic, IBK, AdaBoostM1, Decision Table, J48, LMT, and
Random Forest. We have selected these techniques due to their effectiveness in text
processing tasks.

Among these techniques, Naive Bayes is a robust generative classification al-
gorithm that is less sensitive to noisy data and produces stable predictions. It is
widely acknowledged as an effective technique for word disambiguation. Whereas,
in Simple Logistic, LogitBoost is used as a base weak learner to fit the logistic
models. The repetitions of LogitBoost are cross-validated to produce the optimum
results. K-Nearest Neighbor (IBK) selects a feature-space based on the nearest
neighbors. J48 is an implementation of a decision tree algorithm to predict class
labels. AdaBoostM1 algorithm focuses on the hard-to-learn examples using pseudo-
loss function. Decision tables are used as hypothesis-space for supervised learning
in the Decision Table algorithm. Logistic Model Trees is the supervised learning
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algorithm that combines logistic regression to decision tree learning algorithm to
improve results. These techniques reduce both bias and variance due to its con-
stituent methods. Lastly, Random Forest is an ensemble classification technique
which uses bagging and decisions trees to predict the class labels.

3.2 Feature Measures

We have selected ten text matching measures that are widely used to compute
similarity between a pair of sentences. The reasons for the choice of such a large
number of features are twofold: firstly, to supplement the impact of an individual
feature on a learning technique. Secondly, to increase the breadth of the knowledge
base of a learning technique and thereby offering more opportunities for eliciting the
hidden knowledge. A brief overview of these measures are as follows:

Levenshtein distance. A distance based measure that computes distance between
two input strings by computing a normalized score of the minimum number of
character edit operations required to convert one label into the other. For two
labels l1 and l2, the Levenshtein distance is computed as follows:

editnorm(l1, l2) = 1− |edit distance(l1, l2)|
min(|l1|, |l2|)

.

Cosine similarity. This similarity measure generates a vector representation of
both labels. Subsequently, the similarity is computed by the cosine of angle
between the two vectors.

cossim(l1, l2) =

−→
l1 •
−→
l2(

|
−→
l1 ||
−→
l2 |
) .

Euclidean distance. Similar to cosine similarity, it first generates a vector repre-
sentation of both labels. Subsequently, euclidean distance is the square root of
the sum of squared differences between the vectors of two labels. Formally, it is
defined as follows:

EUdis(l1, l2) =
[(−→
l1 −

−→
l2

)
•
(−→
l1 −

−→
l2

)]1/2
.

Monge-Elkan. A token based approach in which similarity between two labels is
computed by measuring the average of the similarity values between pairs of
more similar tokens within label l1 and l2 [13]. Formally, it is defined as follows:

MonEl sim(l1, l2) =
1

|l1|

|l1|∑
i=1

max{sim(l1i , l2j)}
|l2|
j=1.
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Block distance. Block distance is depicted in two dimensions with discrete vectors.
It calculates the distance between two data points using a grid-like path. The
bock distance between two data points is the aggregation of the differences of
their corresponding components. Formally, it is defined as follows:

Blockdist(l1, l2) =
n∑

i=1

|l1i − l2i|.

Jaccard similarity. A set theory based measure that treats each label as a collec-
tion of tokens. According to this measure, each label is tokenized into words and
represented as a set. Jaccard similarity is then the ratio between the number of
common words between the two sets and total number of words in both sets.

Jacsim(l1, l2) =
|S(l1) ∩ S(l2)|
|S(l1) ∪ S(l2)|

.

Jaro-Winkler distance. A type of string edit distance that is faster than the
Levenshtein distance as it computes the similarity between two labels by count-
ing the number of matching characters in the strings and transpositions. For-
mally, it is defined as follows:

Mw(l1, l2) = Mj + (lp (1−Mj)),

Mj =
1

3
+

s

|l1|
+

s

|l2|
+
s− t
s

where l is the length of the common prefix, p is the constant scaling factor, and
s is the number of matching characters between the two labels. Furthermore,
Mj represents Jaro distance, s is the number of matching labels, and t is half
the number of transpositions.

TagLink token similarity. It is an adaptive hybrid method of tag-based and
link-based similarity in which Tag Commonness (TC) and Link Strength (LS) is
dynamically determined. The main idea behind this method is to combine the
tag-based and link-based approach to achieve the optimal similarity results. It
uses a variation of Jaccard similarity as link-based similarity (δlink) and a vari-
ation of tf-idf cosine similarity as a tag-based similarity (δtag) [33]. Formally, it
is defined as follows:

TagLink(l1, l2) =
TCl1

TCl1 + LSl2

δtag(l1,l2) +
LSl1

TCl1 + LSl2

δlink(l1,l2).

Matching Coefficient. An elementary vector based approach which counts the
number of similar terms on which both vectors are non-zero. This similarity
measure is useful if attributes have symmetry in data, i.e., they carry comparable
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information. It is sensitive to the variable input and does not generalize very
well.

MC =
number of matching attributes

total number of attributes
.

Soundex. A phonetic based measure that encodes homophones for the same rep-
resentation so that they can be matched even when there is a minor difference
in spellings. In simple words, the words that rely on similarity of pronunciation
rather than the vocabulary are declared as similar.

3.3 Datasets

We have used four datasets for experimentation, three PMMC datasets and another
Large (LR) dataset that has been recently developed [31], to demonstrate the exter-
nal validity of our findings. A key feature of the LR dataset is that it is handcrafted
to challenge the abilities of PMM techniques. The LR dataset contains 600 process
models from different genres and benchmark correspondences between 406 process
models pairs. The dataset contains 89 559 activity pairs, including 6 443 equiva-
lent pairs and 83 115 unequivalent pairs with an imbalance ratio of 1:13. All the
four datasets used for experimentation were available in CSV format having four
columns, an identifier, a pair of activities, and human decisions.

3.4 Conducting the Experiments

For the experiments each label was tokenized, stop words were removed, and each
token was stemmed to generate its corresponding stem. Subsequently, the val-
ues of all the 10 features were computed for each activity pair which were given
as input features to the eight supervised learning techniques. For each experi-
ment, the corresponding dataset was divided into training and testing datasets.
To reduce the bias that might occur due to the choice of training and testing
dataset, 10-fold cross-validation was performed for each dataset separately. Note
that we have used a widely used features selection technique, Information Gain,
to identify the optimal set of features, and subsequently used the optimal set
of features for experimentation. However, the effectiveness scores were compro-
mised, therefore, the results presented in this study are generated by all the 10 fea-
tures.

We have used Precision, Recall and F1 scores to evaluate the effectiveness of
supervised learning techniques. In the context of process model matching, Preci-
sion (P) refers to the proportion of activity pairs that are declared equivalent by
a technique and also marked equivalent in the human benchmark. Recall (R) refers
to the proportion of activity pairs that are marked equivalent in the human bench-
mark and also declared equivalent by a technique, whereas, F1 is the harmonic mean
of P and R.
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3.5 Results

Table 3 shows the average F1 scores of each supervised learning technique. Note, we
have synthesized the results to separately evaluate the effectiveness of each technique
for equivalent and unequivalent pairs, separately. From the results we have observed
the following:

Performance variation between Equivalent (EC) and Unequivalent (UE)
pairs. It can be observed from Figure 2 that the F1 scores of EC pairs are sig-
nificantly less than the corresponding UE pairs. Furthermore, this difference in
performance can be observed across all the techniques and for the three PMMC
datasets, as well as the additional LR data. Hence, we conclude that the imbal-
ance problem can be generalized as the main cause of the abysmal performance
of the supervised learning techniques. We believe that a key reason of this dif-
ference in performance is that the unequivalent pairs significantly outnumbered
equivalent pairs for all the three datasets. This imbalance in the data limits the
learning of each technique and consequently impedes their performance for the
equivalent pairs.

Performance variation between techniques. The performance variation be-
tween supervised learning techniques is represented by the box plots in Fig-
ure 3. It can be observed from the figure that there is a significant varia-
tion between the performances of the supervised learning techniques for the
equivalent pairs. However, such a variation is not apparent for the unequiv-
alent pairs. These results indicate that the availability of the larger number
of unequivalent pairs in the training data provides ample opportunities for
all the supervised learning techniques to learn and predict the performance
of the unequivalent pairs. However, the relatively small number of equivalent
pairs in the training data does not provide equal opportunities for all the su-
pervised learning techniques. This is due to two possible reasons, either the
available equivalent pairs are not appropriate for an accurate learning, or the
available equivalent pairs have contradictions which cannot be resolved due to
scarcity of examples. These results confirm our hypothesis that the presence
of imbalance in the data impedes the performance of supervised learning tech-
niques.

Performance variation across datasets. It can be observed from Figure 4 that
the F1 scores for the unequivalent pairs in all the datasets are comparable. On
the contrary, for the equivalent pairs, the F1 scores of AM dataset are sig-
nificantly less than the other datasets. This indicates that the AM dataset
does not have sufficient or appropriate examples to learn and predict the per-
formance of equivalent pairs. It is because the AM dataset contains a large
number of process models and activities, whereas the benchmark correspon-
dences merely contain 222 equivalent pairs. Thus, the equivalent pairs of AM
dataset do not have sufficient examples to encompass the diversity of their mod-
els.
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UA BR AM LR
Techniques EC UE EC UE EC UE EC UE

Naive Bayes 0.549 0.927 0.585 0.846 0.444 0.76 0.364 0.942

Simple Logistic 0.644 0.957 0.505 0.854 0 0.896 0.287 0.968

IBK 0.781 0.966 0.693 0.871 0.393 0.874 0.39 0.953

AdaBoostM1 0.7 0.962 0.592 0.861 0 0.896 0.33 0.967

Decision Table 0.767 0.967 0.606 0.867 0.342 0.887 0.291 0.968

J48 0.813 0.971 0.612 0.857 0.333 0.889 0.313 0.968

LMT 0.787 0.967 0.605 0.864 0.3 0.892 0.311 0.968

Random Forest 0.827 0.975 0.694 0.886 0.377 0.89 0.472 0.972

Table 3. F1 scores of supervised learning techniques (EC = Equivalent pairs and UE =
Unequivalent pairs)
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Figure 2. Performance variation of F1 scores between equivalent and unequivalent pairs

4 THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this section, we present our third contribution which is based on the use of
data sampling technique to balance the training data and ensure that a supervised
learning technique has equal opportunity to elicit the knowledge for equivalent and
unequivalent pairs. Listing 1 provides an overview of our proposed solution. It
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Figure 3. Performance variation of F1 scores between techniques
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Figure 4. Performance variation across datasets of F1 scores between equivalent and un-
equivalent pairs

includes pseudo-codes for feature extraction, pre-processing of labels, and balancing
the training data.

In the listing, Pi is an ith process model, and LPi,P j[ ][ ] represents the array of all
the activity labels in the two process models, Pi and Pj. Furthermore, APLPi,Pj

[ ]
represents the array of all the activity pairs between the two process models Pi
and Pj. Finally, SLT represents a supervised learning technique. In contrast to
the existing studies that use term weights as features, we are the first to use a set
of similarity scores between activity labels as features. Furthermore, we have also
introduced the idea of using sampling techniques to balance the training data in the
context of process model matching.

float ourAlgo(APL{Pi,Pj}[ ]) { // get benchmark decision for each activity

pair.

bool bmcDecisions[ ] = getBMC(APL{Pi,Pj}[ ]) //10-fold cross-validation

for (r = 1 to 10) {

//divide data in two parts, training (TR) and testing (TS) activity

pairs.

APL{Pi,Pj}[TR][TS] = dataDivider(APL{Pi,Pj}[ ], bmcDecisions[ ])

//check the imbalance ratio a constant.

if (getImbalanceRatio(bmcDecisions[ ]) < α) { // balance training

data

APL{Pi,Pj}[TR] = dataBalTech(APL{Pi,Pj}[TR])

}

//TRAINING

LPi,P j[ ][ ] = preProcessing(APL{Pi,Pj}[TR])

sim[ ][ ] = feature-extraction(LPi,P j[ ][ ])

SLT-Trained = tain&learn(STL, sim[ ][ ])

//TESTING

LPi,P j[ ][ ] = preProcessing(APL{Pi,Pj}[TS])

sim[ ][ ] = feature-extraction(LPi,P j[ ][ ]) // Returns SLT
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decisions for each pair

SLTDecisions[ ][ ] =applySLT(SLT-Trained, sim[ ][ ])

F1Score[r] = computeAccuracy(SLTDecisions[ ][ ], bmcDecisions[

])

}

avgF1Score = computeAverage (F1Score[ ])

return avgF1Score

}

/* * Omits trival variations in labels */

LPi,P j[ ][ ] preprocessing(APL{Pi,Pj}[ ] ) {

for (k=1 to length of APL{Pi,Pj}[ ]) {

APL{Pi,Pj}[k] = tokenize(APL{Pi,Pj}[k])

APL{Pi,Pj}[k] = removeStopWords(APL{Pi,Pj}[k]) //coversion to stem

words

APL{Pi,Pj}[k] = stemming(APL{Pi,Pj}[k])

}

return LPi,P j[ ][ ]

}

/* * Returns similarity scores of each pair */

sim[ ][ ] feature-extraction(LPi,P j[ ][ ]) {

for (each metric m) {

for (k=1 to length of LPi,P j[ ][ ]) {

sim[k][m]= computeSimilarity(LPi,P j[ ][ ], m)

}

}

return sim[ ][ ]

}

Listing 1. Our approach to improve performance of supervised learning techniques

4.1 Data Balancing Techniques

A brief overview of the data balancing techniques are as follows:

Distribution-based balancing. In the distribution-based balancing different
probability distributions are learned from imbalanced dataset to form a balanced
dataset [15]. We have used Gaussian distribution for balancing the training data
using Box and Muller method, as it is widely acknowledged as an sampling tech-
nique for adequately approximating the models. In our experiments, it models
the univariate relation of class labels with the features.

Spread subsample. It uses random subsamples method to select the spread be-
tween minority and majority classes [16]. In this method, one can use uniform
distribution of samples so that the number of majority class samples are reduced
to minority class samples to balance the distribution of imbalanced dataset.
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Synthetic minority oversampling (SMOTE). SMOTE is a pseudo oversam-
pling technique in which minority class instances are increased by generating
new pseudo instances and thus decrease the spread between minority and major-
ity classes [17]. In particular, firstly, the minority class instances are identified.
Subsequently, the neighbors of the minority class instances are selected and new
minority class instances are added based on the selected neighbors.

Class balancer. In the class balancer technique, the instances in the dataset are
reweighed and as a result each class contains the same total weight [18]. The
aggregated weight of all instances is kept constant. The weights of only first
batch of instances are altered so that it can be employed with the Filtered
Classifier.

4.2 Experimental Setup

For the experiments, we have used the same four datasets that were used in the ex-
periments presented in Section 3.4. Furthermore, the same evaluation measures, pre-
processing, similarity scores, features, training-testing ratio, 10-fold cross-validation
and the same supervised learning algorithms have been used. However, for con-
ducting the experiments, we have employed four different data balancing tech-
niques to identify a training dataset, whereas the testing dataset remained un-
changed.

4.3 Results

Table 4 shows the average F1 score of 10-fold cross-validation for each supervised
learning technique. Similar to the results of the previous experiments, the results of
equivalent and unequivalent pairs are separated to highlight the differences between
their scores. Note, we generated P, R and F1 scores separately for 12 data subsets,
which are produced by applying 4 data balancing techniques on UA, BR and AM
datasets. However, for brevity only the F1 scores are presented in the Table 4. From
the results, we have observed the following:

Reduced performance variation between equivalent and unequivalent
pairs. It can be observed from Figure 5, that after data balancing the F1 scores
for equivalent pairs become comparable with the unequivalent pairs. Addition-
ally, from the comparison of Figure 2 and 5, it can be observed that the variation
between the F1 scores of equivalent and unequivalent pairs is significantly re-
duced. This indicates that all the balancing techniques choose appropriate and
sufficient examples for equivalent as well as unequivalent pairs. It further in-
dicates that the chosen examples are effective for learning and prediction of
equivalent and unequivalent pairs.

Reduced performance variation between techniques. From the comparison
of Figure 3 and 6, it can be observed that the sizes of box plot quartiles for
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Techniques Distribution Base Undersampling SMOTE Class Balancer
EC UE EC UE EC UE EC UE

UA Dataset

Naive Bayes 0.967 0.967 0.682 0.766 0.689 0.733 0.686 0.771

Simple Logistic 0.881 0.885 0.861 0.861 0.867 0.831 0.833 0.838

IBK 0.852 0.879 0.908 0.909 0.977 0.97 0.903 0.911

AdaBoostM1 0.857 0.875 0.817 0.853 0.841 0.763 0.82 0.857

Decision Table 0.82 0.814 0.841 0.873 0.938 0.922 0.856 0.866

J48 0.852 0.847 0.909 0.908 0.965 0.956 0.912 0.916

LMT 0.881 0.885 0.9 0.897 0.97 0.962 0.902 0.91

Random Forest 0.881 0.885 0.923 0.928 0.98 0.975 0.916 0.922

BR Dataset

Naive Bayes 0.875 0.857 0.667 0.752 0.653 0.78 0.662 0.75

Simple Logistic 0.871 0.862 0.631 0.718 0.615 0.765 0.64 0.722

IBK 0.793 0.806 0.821 0.812 0.872 0.887 0.799 0.818

AdaBoostM1 0.852 0.847 0.65 0.741 0.646 0.785 0.664 0.757

Decision Table 0.721 0.712 0.677 0.759 0.673 0.785 0.682 0.762

J48 0.71 0.69 0.679 0.745 0.79 0.823 0.779 0.781

LMT 0.852 0.847 0.687 0.695 0.789 0.827 0.767 0.777

Random Forest 0.813 0.786 0.817 0.816 0.849 0.878 0.786 0.813

AM Dataset

Naive Bayes 0.857 0.842 0.697 0.68 0.673 0.646 0.687 0.639

Simple Logistic 0.814 0.82 0.709 0.687 0.699 0.678 0.689 0.658

IBK 0.806 0.793 0.679 0.658 0.846 0.847 0.675 0.723

AdaBoostM1 0.772 0.794 0.719 0.69 0.717 0.691 0.727 0.689

Decision Table 0.678 0.689 0.73 0.683 0.748 0.72 0.741 0.689

J48 0.708 0.655 0.768 0.709 0.77 0.708 0.743 0.676

LMT 0.793 0.806 0.746 0.7 0.784 0.749 0.736 0.684

Random Forest 0.774 0.759 0.664 0.686 0.837 0.851 0.717 0.748

LR Dataset

Naive Bayes 1 1 0.587 0.744 0.564 0.812 0.59 0.743

Simple Logistic 0.868 0.896 0.638 0.729 0.683 0.921 0.64 0.733

IBK 0.868 0.896 0.655 0.652 0.821 0.932 0.539 0.743

AdaBoostM1 0.873 0.892 0.595 0.74 0.565 0.813 0.572 0.740

Decision Table 0.814 0.82 0.64 0.732 0.654 0.882 0.629 0.73

J48 0.915 0.918 0.633 0.732 0.898 0.94 0.612 0.743

LMT 0.868 0.896 0.638 0.73 0.73 0.812 0.612 0.752

Random Forest 0.966 0.968 0.69 0.735 0.843 0.883 0.673 0.732

Table 4. Result of supervised learning techniques using balanced datasets
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Figure 5. Performance variation of F1 scores between equivalent and unequivalent pairs
after data balancing
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Figure 6. Performance variation of F1 scores between techniques after data balancing

equivalent pairs are decreased for UA and AM datasets, representing that the
variation between the performance of supervised learning techniques is reduced
for these datasets. It implies that the data balancing has provided equal op-
portunity for all the supervised learning techniques for UA and AM datasets.
On the contrary, the size of the quartiles for BR dataset has increased slightly
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Figure 7. Performance variation across datasets of equivalent and unequivalent pairs after
applying data balancing
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after data balancing, indicating that the variation between performance of the
supervised learning techniques has increased.

Reduced performance variation across datasets. It can be observed from
Figure 7 that for the equivalent as well as the unequivalent pairs there is no
significant gap between the performances of the supervised learning techniques
across the three datasets. This indicates that data balancing has provided better
opportunities to all the techniques across the three datasets.

5 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

To evaluate the significance of performance gain that was achieved due to the pro-
posed approach, we have applied Friedman ANOVA test between balanced and
imbalanced datasets. The test is applied to the F1 scores of the 10-folds by setting
significance level to 0.05. The results of Distribution based balancing technique are
presented in Table 5. From the results presented in Table 5 we have observed the
following:

Significant performance gain: The increase in the performance of the supervised
learning techniques is statistically significant for the equivalent pairs. This ob-
servation is valid for all the supervised learning techniques and across the three
datasets.

Insignificant performance reduction for unequivalent pairs: For unequiva-
lent pairs, the reduction in the performance is statistically insignificant in ma-
jority of the cases. Furthermore, in a few cases the performance even improved
significantly.

Based on the above observations, we conclude that the use of data balancing in
supervised learning techniques enhances the efficiency of process model matching,
whenever the imbalance is large. However, the balance techniques may not be
equally effective when the imbalance ratio is small.

6 RELATED WORK

Process model matching was initially considered a rudimentary problem for com-
puting similarity between process models, querying process model repositories, har-
monization of process models, detection of process clones [32, 34], etc. However,
recent studies [2, 3, 4] have recognized the importance of process model matching
beyond its traditional usage. Consequently, a plethora of process model matching
techniques have been developed. We have conducted a comprehensive survey of
process model matching techniques by employing a snowballing approach. More
specifically, we started with a process model matching survey [5] and performed
forward and backward tracing to identify the studies that focus on identifying cor-
responding activities between a pair of process models. Accordingly, we identified
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Technique UA Dataset BR Dataset AM Dataset

EC UE EC UE EC UE

Naive Bayes S+ S+ S+ S+ S+ S+

Simple Logistic S+ NS S+ NS S+ NS

IBK S+ NS S+ NS S+ NS

AdaBoostM1 S+ S- S+ S- S+ S-

Decision Table NS NS S+ NS S+ NS

J48 S+ S- S+ S- S+ S-

LMT S+ NS S+ NS S+ NS

Random Forest S+ S- S+ S- S+ S-

Table 5. Friedman-ANOVA test between imbalanced and distribution based balanced
datasets. S represents significant, NS insignificant, where + and − represent increase
and decrease in performance, respectively.

domains specific, as well as generic studies. However, for brevity, we have only dis-
cussed generic studies. Our comprehensive examination of techniques revealed that
the matching techniques can be subdivided into two broad categories, supervised
and unsupervised techniques.

Unsupervised Techniques. These techniques use text matching measures to
identify corresponding activities between a pair of process models. Typically, these
techniques are composed of two phases [9]. The first phase computes similarity
score between activities of process models, whereas the second phase converts the
similarity score into a binary decision of corresponding activities or not [5]. These
techniques are further divided into syntactic and semantic measures [5]. A brief
overview of these techniques are as follows:

Syntactic measures: The measures in this category merely rely on the surface
form of the words that constitute the labels of the participating activities. That
is, these measures compute the similarity between a given pair of activities by
tokenizing labels into words, and subsequently comparing the words by using
string comparison operations [35]. Typically, distance-based measures, such as
Edit-distance, Levenshtein distance, Hamming distance, and Jensen-Shannon
distance, have been used for the comparison. These measures compute the
similarity between two words by counting the minimum number of string edit
operations (insertion, deletion, and update) required to convert one word into the
other word. A lower value of edit distance represents higher similarity between
the labels and vice versa.

In addition to the distance-based measures, Dice similarity and Cosine similarity
are also used for syntactic comparison. Dice similarity is the ratio between the
number of shared words between two activities and the total number of words in
the two activities [36]. On the contrary, Cosine similarity transforms each word
or a label into a vector and computes the similarity as cosine of angle between
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the activity vectors [19]. Furthermore, other syntactic similarity measures, such
as Jaccard similarity and Longest Common Subsequence, have been used for
process matching.

The syntactic measures yield high accuracy in case the vocabulary of participat-
ing activity labels is comparable, however there are at least two cases in which
these measures do not yield high accuracy:

1. the considered activities are composed of unrelated words having similar
spellings, such as “give contract” and “live contact”,

2. the activities are composed of words with same meaning but different vocab-
ulary, such as “evaluate applicant” and “assess candidate”.

Semantic measures. These measures address the limitations of the syntactic mea-
sures as they take into account the meanings or relatedness of the considered
words. To that end, this technique relies on a large lexical English database,
called WordNet [37]. Specifically, the participating labels are tokenized into
words and pre-processed to generate root form of each word. Subsequently, the
similarity between words is computed by using the similarity or relatedness of
words.

The similarity based measures rely on the similarity between two words by con-
sidering their synonyms. The examples of the similarity based techniques are
Static weighted word comparison [38], Dice with synonyms, and intersection of
synonyms. These techniques yield higher matching accuracy between the labels
in which a concept is represented by different words.

In contrast to the similarity based measures, a relatedness based measure takes
into consideration the co-relatedness of words, represented by is-a relationship
between the concepts in the WordNet topology. That is, the words having
shorter path between them are considered more similar that the ones having
longer path. Lin, Lesk, Wu & Palmer, Leacock, and Jiang similarity are the
relatedness based semantic measures [39].

Supervised Techniques. Recent studies have attempted to increase the accu-
racy of process model matching using supervised learning techniques [9, 3, 40]. The
F1 scores achieved by the supervised learning technique for the three PMMC ’15
datasets are 0.54, 0.38 and 0.61, which are slightly higher than the F1 scores achieved
by the matchers participating in the latest edition of the PMM contest in 2015.
Furthermore, a state-of-the-art approach has proposed to combine the strengths of
individual matchers using an ensemble of multiple matchers [3] to improve the ac-
curacy of PMM. The most recent study [40] has proposed a word-embeddings based
approach to increase the accuracy of process matching to achieve an F1 score of
0.84, 0.72 and 0.91. A key limitation of the proposed approach is that its analy-
sis is limited to a unified F1 score, without distinguishing between equivalent and
unequivalent pairs.
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7 CONCLUSION

Due to the growing interest in process model matching, a plethora of unsuper-
vised learning techniques have been developed. Recent attempts have been made to
introduce supervised learning for process model matching, without achieving a sig-
nificantly higher accuracy than the traditional unsupervised techniques. This is an
anomaly, because the supervised learning techniques are proven to significantly out-
perform unsupervised techniques for a variety of text processing tasks. Therefore,
the aim of this paper is to investigate the cause behind the abysmal performance of
the supervised learning techniques in process model matching and suggest a solution
to improve their performance.

To this end, in this paper, we have made three main contributions. Firstly,
we have transformed the existing benchmark correspondences into a readily usable
form for the supervised learning techniques. Secondly, we have conducted a series of
experiments using eight state-of-the-art supervised learning techniques and synthe-
sized the results to establish that the presence of imbalance in the datasets adversely
affects the matching results. Thirdly, we applied four different data balancing tech-
niques to achieve groundbreaking accuracy in the process model matching. That is,
our proposed solution achieved a maximum F1 score of 0.98, whereas the plethora
of existing techniques for process model matching (including both supervised and
unsupervised techniques) were able to achieve a maximum F1 score of merely 0.67.
Furthermore, even the average F1 score of 0.79 achieved by our solution is higher
than the maximum F1 score of 0.67 achieved by all the existing techniques. In the
future, we plan to use the state-of-the-art deep learning techniques for process model
matching.
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